
   
Year 1 English Distance Teaching and Learning  

 
Week beginning: 4th May 2020 
 

Lesson 1 

Learning Intention: WALT 
understand a verb. 
 

Key Vocabulary:  
noun 
verb  

What you will need: 
A pencil  
Exercise book  

Crayons, highlighters or felt 
tips 

English Week 3 Lesson 1 
Video 

Starter 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ineCCpqpZrM 

Listen to the verb rap song and act out the verbs it asks you to.  
If you do not have access to the internet read the rap then act out the verbs.  
 
Verb Rap 

A verb is a word it’s an action word 

If you can do it then you do it  
If you do it it’s a verb  
Clap  Clap    Clap    Clap  Clap    Clap 

 
  
A verb is a word it’s an action word 

If you can do it then you do it  
If you do it it’s a verb 

Jump         Jump           Jump          Jump        Jump          Jump 
 
A verb is a word it’s an action word 

If you can do it then you do it  
If you do it it’s a verb 

Shake        Shake         Shake         Shake       Shake       Shake 

Main Teaching 

What is a noun? 
A noun is a word that is a person, place, or thing.  

 
What is a verb? 
A word used to describe an action, or occurrence. 

A verb is a doing word that shows what someone or something is, has or does. 
It is hot today.  

He has a dog.  
She walks to school.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ineCCpqpZrM


   

 
 
Read the book African Animals ABC by Phillipa-Alys Browne (If you do not have access 

to the internet, read the poem which is in the book, in the table below).  
 

Antbear naps Jackal prowls Secretary bird stretches 

Bushbaby blinks Kingfisher dives Toroise chomps 

Crocodile snaps Lion growls  Unhutu hums 

Dassie drinks Monkey chatters Vulture mutters 

Elephant lumbers Nyala Shivers Warthog charges 

Frog leaps Ostrich dances Xoona moth flutters 

Giraffe dozes Porcupine quivers Yellow-billed kite soars in the sky 

Hippo sleeps Quail scuttles Zebra watches the world go by 

Impala grazes Rhino stomps  

 
Highlight the nouns in one colour and the verbs in 

another colour.  
Show the children which words are nouns and 
which are verbs.  
 

Antbear naps 

Bushbaby blinks 

Crocodile snaps 

Independent Tasks 

You are expected to complete challenge 1, 2 and 3. Challenge X is an extension 
challenge that you can choose if you would like to complete. 

Challenge 1 

Hot Verb-Tato is a variation of the schoolyard game hot potato. But instead of just 

tossing a bean bag, balloon, ball, a teddy or even a real potato to each other, the 
student (sibling or parent) with the “potato” needs to say a verb before passing the 

“potato” to another student. 
 
Put on some lively music. On start, each person must say a verb and pass the “potato” 

to another student. When time runs out, the student holding the potato has to say the 
verb in a sentence.  
 
 
 



   
Challenge 2 

Highlight the verb in one colour and the noun in another.   
If you don’t have colour pens you could circle the nouns and underline the verbs.   

 

Antbear naps Jackal prowls Secretary bird stretches 

Bushbaby blinks Kingfisher dives Toroise chomps 

Crocodile snaps Lion growls  Unhutu hums 

Dassie drinks Monkey chatter Vulture mutters 

Elephant lumbers Nyala Shivers Warthog charges 

Frog leaps Ostrich dances Xoona moth flutters 

Giraffe dozes Porcupine quivers Yellow-billed kite soars in 

the sky 

Hippo sleeps Quail scuttles Zebra watches the world go 
by 

Impala grazes Rhino stomps  
 

Challenge 3 

Which verb best matches the animals below? Choose from the list below.  
1. Crocodile ______________ 

2. Monkey ________________ 
3. Elephant _______________ 

4. Lion  _________________  
5. Zebra ________________ 

 

gallops              swims               climbs                 roars              stomps 

Challenge X 

Write a sentence using one of the nouns and verbs in the poem.  
 

For example: 
The hippo sleeps in the calm, cool water. 
 

In the video I have modelled sounding out calm using phonics which would be carm. 
This is fine for Y1 as we are working to words being phonetically correct.  

Learning Review 

Can you find the verb in the sentence? 

 
The giraffe dozes in the hot sun.   

The lion growls at its prey in the plains of Africa.   
Some sentences may have more than one verb. Can you find the verbs in the sentence? 
When the monkey chatters, the warthog charges! 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 



   
Mark Scheme 

 

Challenge 1 

Hot Verb-Tato -example list of verbs to use in the game.  

 
Challenge 2 

Highlight the verb in one colour and the noun in another.   
 

Antbear naps Jackal prowls Secretary bird stretches 

Bushbaby blinks Kingfisher dives Toroise chomps 

Crocodile snaps Lion growls  Unhutu hums 

Dassie drinks Monkey chatters Vulture mutters 

Elephant lumbers Nyala shivers Warthog charges 

Frog leaps Ostrich dances Xoona moth flutters 

Giraffe dozes Porcupine quivers Yellow-billed kite soars in the sky 

Hippo sleeps Quail scuttles Zebra watches the world go by 

Impala grazes Rhino stomps  
 

Challenge 3 

Which verb best matches the animals below? Choose from the list below.  
1. Crocodile swims 

2. Monkey climbs 
3. Elephant stomps 
4. Lion  roars 

5. Zebra gallops 
 
gallops              swims               climbs                 roars              stomps 

Challenge X 

Write a sentence using one of their nouns (insects) and verbs from challenge 2. 
 
A sentence needs a capital letter and punctuation at the end (either . or !).  

Check that they have used their phonics to sound out the word.  
The children need to make sure they have used finger spaces between the words.  

 



   
For example: 
The giraffe dozes in the hot sun.   

The lion growls at its prey in the plains of Africa.   
All the frogs leap out of the pond.  

Suddenly, the rhino stomps through the dry grass.  
 

 
 


